Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Thermal conductivity in Earth's core plays a fundamental role in controlling the dynamics and evolution of this region^[@CR1]^. Core convection and the resulting geodynamo are predominantly driven by thermal and compositional sources^[@CR2]--[@CR4]^. Energy and entropy balances of the core indicate that a convective geodynamo requires a minimum core--mantle boundary (CMB) heat flow to operate, where the minimum value increases with increasing core thermal conductivity. If the core thermal conductivity is low enough, purely thermal convection may have sustained a geodynamo for the entire Earth history. By contrast, if thermal conductivity of the core is high, the isentropic heat flux across CMB is high and compositional convection, which lowers the value of the critical CMB heat flow, is needed to sustain a geodynamo^[@CR5]--[@CR9]^. For the generation of most recent magnetic fields, crystallization of the inner core provides a substantial latent heat and compositional source allowing geodynamo to operate even at a high core thermal conductivity^[@CR5]^. Precipitation and transport of light elements, e.g., Si, O, Mg, etc., from the outer core to the lowermost mantle have also been proposed as possible mechanisms to run a geodynamo in ancient Earth \~3.4 Gyr ago^[@CR6]--[@CR9]^, before the inner core started to grow. Core thermal conductivity, influenced by its exact composition and temperature over its history, thus holds a key to decipher the enigmatic thermal and compositional evolutions of Earth's core, providing important insights into the origin and history of palaeomagnetic fields, available thermal vs. compositional energy sources for driving the geodynamo, and age and growth rate of the inner core^[@CR10],[@CR11]^.

In the past decades, geophysical and geochemical observations have revealed density deficits in Earth's inner and outer cores. Comparison between seismic models and the density of pure Fe at relevant core pressure (*P)*--temperature (*T)* conditions suggests that a certain amount of light elements alloyed with Fe is present in the core^[@CR1],[@CR12]--[@CR14]^. Among candidate light elements, Si is a likely candidate with \~8 and 4 wt% (≈15 and 7 at%) in the outer and inner cores, respectively, due to its geophysical and geochemical characteristics^[@CR1],[@CR12]--[@CR14]^. Other light elements such as O, S, C, or H could also exist in the core with Si. Moreover, at high *P*--*T* conditions relevant to the core, Fe--Si alloy is stable in hexagonal close-packed (hcp) structure as Si is readily dissolved in Fe, and its physical properties, e.g., sound velocities and density, are able to account for the seismic data observed in the core^[@CR1],[@CR12]--[@CR14]^. These features motivate us to use Fe--Si alloy as a representative to investigate effects of light elements on the thermal conductivity of Fe in the core and to access the importance of various energy sources for the geodynamo.

There are two major mechanisms of heat transfer, i.e., thermal conduction and convection, in the core, where the thermal radiation mechanism does not effectively transfer heat in metallic Fe and Fe-rich alloys. Though thermal conduction of Fe alloyed with light elements at core conditions is essential to reconstruct thermal history of the core and geodymano, it has never been directly measured at relevant high *P*--*T* conditions. Previous theoretical calculations have predicted a highly thermally conductive core with a thermal conductivity of about 80--200 W m^−1^ K^−1^ at the outer core and 150--300 W m^−1^ K^−1^ at the inner core, respectively^[@CR15]--[@CR18]^. These results, however, are difficult to reconcile with observations of early magnetic fields^[@CR11],[@CR19]^ because these high conductivity values suggest a young inner core and require either a very hot initial core^[@CR10]^ or alternative buoyancy sources in the form of light element extraction from the top of the core^[@CR6]--[@CR8]^ to explain the ancient dynamo. Recent studies^[@CR20],[@CR21]^ on the pure Fe thermal conductivity at the outermost core conditions using two different experimental approaches show a large discrepancy: a high value of about 226 W m^−1^ K^−1^ was inferred from the electrical resistivity data^[@CR21]^, while a low value of about 33 W m^−1^ K^−1^ was obtained by measurements using transient heating (TH) laser technique^[@CR20]^. These results led to contradictory implications for the age and heat flow budget of the core. Prior estimates of core thermal conductivity from experiments largely focused on converting electrical resistivity of Fe and Fe alloys at high *P*--*T* conditions into thermal conductivity via the Wiedemann--Franz (WF) law with ideal Lorenz number^[@CR21]--[@CR27]^, while the validity of WF law at high *P*--*T* conditions remains uncertain^[@CR15]^. As a result, direct and precise thermal conductivity measurements on Fe alloyed with a major light element at relevant high *P*--*T* conditions are critically needed to pin down core's thermal conductivity and to correctly describe the core evolution and dynamics.

In this paper, we showed that the thermal conductivity of Fe alloyed with 15 at% Si is approximately half of the pure Fe at outer core conditions. This suggests that Earth's geodynamo could be operated by pure thermal convection and that the age of inner core could be older than two billion-years.

Results {#Sec2}
=======

Thermal conductivity at high pressure and room temperature {#Sec3}
----------------------------------------------------------

We combined ultrafast time-domain thermoreflectance (TDTR) with diamond anvil cell (DAC) technique to precisely measure the thermal conductivity of both single-crystal and powder samples of pure Fe and powder of Fe~1−x~Si~x~ (*x* = 0.04 and 0.15) alloys to 120 GPa at room temperature. TDTR is a well-developed ultrafast metrology that uses sub-picosecond optical pulses to pump and probe thermal transport through the sample, providing high-precision thermal conductivity measurements at pressures over 100 GPa^[@CR28],[@CR29]^ (Methods). The thermal conductivity of body-centered cubic (bcc) Fe (black symbols in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}) at ambient conditions is ≈76 W m^−1^ K^−1^. Upon compression, the thermal conductivity increases with pressure, while drastically decreases at *P* ≈ 13 GPa due to the structural transition from bcc to hcp phase, where the enhanced electron correlation reduces lifetimes of quasiparticles and thus decreases the thermal conductivity^[@CR30]^. Interestingly, the pressure dependence of thermal conductivity shows a minimum around 40 GPa, which may be associated with an electronic topological transition^[@CR31]^, and then increases again with pressure, reaching ≈120--130 W m^−1^ K^−1^ near the CMB pressures.Fig. 1Thermal conductivity at high pressure and room temperature.The thermal conductivity of powder Fe (black squares) is comparable with that of single-crystal Fe (black stars) and much larger than that of powder Fe~0.96~Si~0.04~ (blue symbols) and Fe~0.85~Si~0.15~ (red circles), indicating the strong alloying effect of silicon on the thermal conductivity of Fe. Each set of data includes several runs of measurement with solid symbols for compression and open symbols for decompression cycle, respectively. The measurement uncertainties are ≈10% before 30 GPa, ≈20% at 60 GPa, and ≈25% at 120 GPa. The drastic decrease in the thermal conductivity of Fe around 13 GPa results from the bcc--hcp structural transition^[@CR30]^.

Compared with pure Fe, the thermal conductivity of Fe~0.96~Si~0.04~ alloy (blue symbols in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}) at ambient conditions is significantly reduced to 16.5 W m^−1^ K^−1^, much lower than the previously estimated light element effects^[@CR17],[@CR20],[@CR24]^. Upon compression, the thermal conductivity increases slowly until *P* ≈ 40 GPa, after which it saturates and remains at ≈40 W m^−1^ K^−1^ to around 110 GPa, i.e., a factor of 3 smaller than the pure hcp-Fe at similar pressures. Moreover, addition of 15 at% Si impurity further decreases the thermal conductivity of hcp-Fe~0.96~Si~0.04~ at high pressure (see Fe~0.85~Si~0.15~, red symbols in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). At ambient conditions the thermal conductivity starts from an even lower value of 11.5 W m^−1^ K^−1^; similar to Fe~0.96~Si~0.04~, it increases slowly with pressure, while saturates to ≈19 W m^−1^ K^−1^ between *P* ≈ 35--120 GPa, \~6--7 fold smaller than the pure hcp-Fe. We note that alloying 4 and 15 at% (≈2 and 8 wt%, respectively) Si in Fe substantially changes the pressure dependence of thermal conductivity (i.e., the concave behavior around 40 GPa was only observed in pure hcp-Fe, not in Fe--Si alloys), suggesting that even small Si doping may stabilize the topology of the Fermi surface of hcp-Fe under compression. The substantial suppression of the thermal conductivity with the addition of 4 and 15 at% Si in Fe is presumably due to the strongly inelastic electron-impurity scattering^[@CR22],[@CR25],[@CR27]^.

Thermal conductivity at high pressure--temperature conditions {#Sec4}
-------------------------------------------------------------

To constrain the combined effects of silicon alloying and high temperature, we employed the TH laser technique to measure the thermal conductivity of Fe~1-x~Si~x~ (*x* = 0.04, 0.07, and 0.15) at high *P*--*T* conditions. The TH method is a well-developed pulsed laser technique to measure thermal conductivity at simultaneously high *P*--*T* conditions^[@CR20],[@CR32]^, where the heat pulses across the sample are probed temporally and spatially using in situ time-domain thermoradiometry, and the thermal conductivity is deduced from the results of the model finite-element (FE) calculations (Methods). Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows the thermal conductivity of polycrystalline Fe--Si alloys to 144 GPa at 2050--3300 K. Considering the measurement uncertainty, the thermal conductivities of hcp-Fe~0.96~Si~0.04~ and hcp-Fe~0.93~Si~0.07~ (magenta dotted circles and brown dotted squares, respectively) below \~110 GPa are comparable with the pure hcp-Fe^[@CR20]^. We should note that the large scatter in the literature for pure Fe data^[@CR20]^ around 40--90 GPa was assigned to be partially associated with the presence of γ phase which could affect some of its results at high *P*--*T* conditions; however, the γ-Fe disappears above 100 GPa, so the data scatter less in this regime. The thermal conductivity of Fe~0.85~Si~0.15~ (red circles), on the other hand, is slightly smaller than the pure hcp-Fe below 100 GPa, though their differences are within uncertainties. Importantly, the thermal conductivity of Fe~0.85~Si~0.15~ decreases significantly with increasing pressure from \~120 to 144 GPa. Furthermore, unlike pure hcp-Fe whose thermal conductivity decreases with increasing temperature (Supplementary Fig. [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}), the thermal conductivity of hcp-Fe~0.96~Si~0.04~ at high temperatures is comparable or slightly larger than that at 300 K (Supplementary Fig. [2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). Moreover, the thermal conductivity of Fe~0.85~Si~0.15~ at high temperatures is generally larger than at 300 K, except at the highest pressures where they become very close to each other (Supplementary Figs. [3](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} and [4](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). It is worth noting that at the high *P*--*T* conditions of our TH experiments, Fe~0.96~Si~0.04~ stabilizes in the hcp phase^[@CR33]^ (Supplementary Fig. [5](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}), whereas Fe~0.85~Si~0.15~ almost exclusively falls into the mixed hcp--bcc phase region^[@CR12]^ (Supplementary Fig. [6](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}) which might result in an increase of the thermal conductivity. However, based on the 300 K data, there is no abrupt sizable change in the thermal conductivity of Fe~0.85~Si~0.15~ near 40 GPa (where this transition is expected to occur at 300 K^[@CR12]^); only a change in the pressure slope is observed so the thermal conductivity remains approximately constant (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). We thus conclude that the observed conductivity behavior for Fe~0.85~Si~0.15~ is mainly due to Si alloying effect in the hcp phase, instead of the hcp--bcc mixture in the sample.Fig. 2High-pressure thermal conductivity of Fe--Si alloys at 2050--3300 K.Red and magenta curves are guides to the eye. Literature data for Fe at comparable high *P*--*T* conditions from ref. ^[@CR20]^ are plotted for comparison. Our results are representative of measurements with different laser powers, each corresponding to an averaging of usually 100 laser heating events using a streak camera^[@CR20],[@CR32]^. The measurement uncertainties are typically ≈15--30%. Effects of temperature on the thermal conductivity of Fe~0.85~Si~0.15~ alloy are shown in Supplementary Fig. [4](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}. Pressure--temperature conditions for each measurement are listed in Supplementary Tables [1--3](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}.

Discussion {#Sec5}
==========

Extrapolation of our room-temperature pure hcp-Fe thermal conductivity data to relevant high-temperature conditions confirms the consistency of the TDTR results with the TH results. The TDTR data for pure hcp-Fe at the outermost core pressures and 300 K is about 120 W m^−1^ K^−1^ (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). If we assume the temperature dependence of the pure hcp-Fe follows a *T*^--*1/2*^ dependence as estimated by Konôpková et al.^[@CR20]^, the thermal conductivity of hcp-Fe at the outermost core conditions (\~*P* = 136 GPa, *T* = 3800--4800 K) is estimated to be about 30--33.7 W m^−1^ K^−1^, nearly the same as that (33 ± 7 W m^−1^ K^−1^) obtained by TH measurements (ref. ^[@CR20]^ and Supplementary Fig. [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). As for the Fe--Si alloys, however, the exact temperature dependence of thermal conductivity at high pressures likely varies with Si content and applied pressure (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} and Supplementary Fig. [4](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}), which remains relatively uncertain. Thus, it would be difficult to make unambiguous extrapolation of room-temperature TDTR data to high-temperature conditions and compare them with the high-temperature TH data. Nevertheless, we note that qualitatively these two sets of data correspond reasonably well as both sets of data demonstrate pressure dependencies with a broad maximum for Fe--Si alloys (after about 40 GPa at 300 K and around 80--100 GPa at 2050--3300 K). Moreover, given the Si alloying effect, it is expected that the Fe--Si alloys would have weaker temperature dependences than the pure hcp-Fe, since the presence of impurities will enhance the scattering of carries (phonons and electrons) during the transport of energy. This qualitative behavior is clearly indicated in Supplementary Figs. [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}--[3](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}.

We further compare our results with previous studies to disentangle the Si light element effect from the temperature-dependent thermal conductivity of Fe and Fe--Si alloys at Earth's core pressures. The thermal conductivity of metals is mainly determined by the electronic contribution, which is the case for pure Fe, where the lattice thermal conductivity is negligible^[@CR24]^. However, at high pressure and room temperature, the electrical conductivities of hcp-Fe~0.96~Si~0.04~ and Fe~0.84~Si~0.16~ (≈2 and 9 wt% Si, respectively) alloys, similar in composition to our samples, were found to be smaller than that of pure hcp-Fe by a factor of about 4 and 10 ^[@CR22],[@CR27]^, respectively, due to the impurity effect. Compared with the intrinsic electron--phonon scattering, the impurity scattering effect plays a predominant role in influencing the thermal energy transport in Fe--Si alloys at high *P*--*T* conditions. Thus, the different temperature dependence of thermal conductivity among pure hcp-Fe, Fe~0.96~Si~0.04~, and Fe~0.85~Si~0.15~ could be explained by the *T* dependence of the impurity scattering, as doping of silicon impurity likely flattens the temperature dependence of thermal conductivity. On the other hand, the variation in high *P*--*T* thermal conductivity of Fe--Si alloys is likely due to the *P*--*T* effects on electron-impurity scattering contribution to the conductivity (see Supplementary Fig. [4](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} and Supplementary Note 1). We also note that because of a decrease in the electronic thermal conductivity contribution in Fe--Si alloys, the phonon contribution (via, e.g., the electron--phonon and phonon-impurity scatterings) to their total thermal conductivity is expected to play a non-negligible role for thermal transport^[@CR34]^. The aforementioned dissimilarity in the *P*--*T*-dependent thermal conductivity makes the conductivity values of hcp-Fe and hcp-Fe~0.96~Si~0.04~ comparable with each other and about twice larger than hcp-Fe~0.85~Si~0.15~ at *P*--*T* conditions relevant to Earth's outer core.

Prior studies reported that the electrical resistivity of solid Fe~0.84~Si~0.16~ at \~136 GPa and 3750 K, i.e., outermost core conditions, is on the order of \~1 × 10^−6^ Ω m^[@CR22],[@CR27]^. Using the WF law with the ideal Lorenz number, the corresponding thermal conductivity was estimated to be about 40--60 and 90 W m^−1^ K^−1\ [@CR27]^, respectively. If we assume Si is the major light element with ≈15 at% (≈8 wt%) in the outer core, these high literature values of inferred thermal conductivity of solid Fe~0.84~Si~0.16~ at outermost core conditions are much larger than the ≈20 W m^−1^ K^−1^ value for solid Fe~0.85~Si~0.15~ obtained by our direct measurements (See Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} for a summary of recent results on the electrical resistivity and thermal conductivity of Fe and Fe--Si alloys at outer core conditions.). The large discrepancy may arise from the previously modeled temperature dependence of electrical resistivity at high pressure, or from using an assumed ideal Lorenz number at high *P*--*T* conditions. We note that our direct thermal conductivity measurements do not involve these assumptions, yielding the robust conclusions concerning thermal evolution scenarios of the core (see geodynamic modeling below).Table 1Recent experimental and computational results of electrical resistivity ρ and thermal conductivity Λ of Fe and Fe--Si alloys at outer core conditions.Compositionρ (μ Ω cm)Λ (W m^−1^ K^−1^)MethodReference*hcp* Fe\~90\~100C^[@CR15]^*hcp* FeNA\~33DTCM^[@CR20]^*hcp* Fe\~40\~226^a^ERM^[@CR21]^*hcp* Fe\~60--130\~67--145^a^ERM^[@CR22]^*Liquid* Fe\~70\~140C^[@CR16]^*Liquid* Fe\~70\~130C^[@CR17]^*hcp* Fe~0.85~Si~0.15~NA\~20DTCMThis study*hcp* Fe~0.84~Si~0.16~\~150--215\~41--60^a^ERM^[@CR22]^*hcp* Fe~0.78~Si~0.22~\~100\~90^a^ERM^[@CR25]^*Liquid* Fe~0.875~Si~0.125~\~90\~110C^[@CR17]^*hcp* Fe~0.65~Ni~0.1~Si~0.25~\~112\~87^a^ERM + C^[@CR27]^Method: *C* calculation, *DTCM* direct thermal conductivity measurement, *ERM* electrical resistivity measurement.*NA* not applicable.^a^Thermal conductivity was inferred from electrical resistivity via WF law.

Our results on the thermal conductivity of solid Fe~0.85~Si~0.15~ at outer core *P*--*T* conditions is expected to set an upper bound for that of the liquid outer core, as the extrapolation of our results (Supplementary Fig. [4](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}) to the core temperatures (\>4000 K) would not change it much, while the thermal conductivity of a material in molten phase that lacks crystallinity for heat conduction is typically smaller than in solid phase. For Fe and Fe-light element alloys, the effect of melting is expected to reduce the thermal conductivity of the solid phase by ≈20% or less^[@CR15],[@CR18],[@CR20]--[@CR22],[@CR34]--[@CR37]^. For instance, Silber et al.^[@CR36]^ recently reported that at pressures from 3 to 9 GPa the electrical resistivity (inversely proportional to the electronic thermal conductivity using WF law) of Fe alloyed with 4.5 wt% Si abruptly increases by \~10^−7^ Ω m (\~10%) or less as it undergoes a solid-to-liquid transition, and such increase in resistivity is expected to be also present at higher pressures^[@CR18]^. We note, however, that recent electrical resistivity data for Fe--Si alloys by Pommier et al.^[@CR38]^ show an opposite trend, at odds with most literature results where the electrical resistivity of metals and their alloys typically increases with temperature and upon melting^[@CR15],[@CR18],[@CR21],[@CR25],[@CR34]--[@CR37]^ (see Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} for a summary of recent results on the change in electrical resistivity of Fe and Fe--Si alloys upon melting).Table 2Recent results on the change in electrical resistivity Δρ of Fe and Fe--Si alloys upon melting.Composition*P* (GPa)Δρ (μ Ω cm)MethodReferenceFe329\~+10C^[@CR18]^Fe51\~+20--30ERM^[@CR21]^Fe12\~+10ERM^[@CR35]^Fe5\~+20ERM^[@CR37]^Fe~0.91~Si~0.09~9\~+5ERM^[@CR36]^Fe~0.82~Si~0.18~10\~--50ERM^[@CR38]^Fe~0.82~Si~0.1~O~0.08~329\~+15C^[@CR18]^Method: *C* calculation, *ERM* electrical resistivity measurement.

Assuming an outer core with 15 at% Si being the major light element, the significant reduction of Fe thermal conductivity by about twofolds caused by alloying 15 at% Si at outer core conditions, as indicated by our data, provides crucial constraints on the thermal state and geodynamo of the outer core as well as the age of the inner core. Our result for the low thermal conductivity of Fe~0.85~Si~0.15~ alloy at outer core conditions, ≈20 W m^−1^ K^−1^, represents the first direct measurement that pins down the outer core thermal conductivity to a low-end value estimated in ref. ^[@CR20]^. It further considerably lowers the power requirements of a thermally driven geodynamo compared with recently proposed scenarios, which in turn requires lower initial core temperatures and consequently a potentially older inner core^[@CR2],[@CR10]^. More specifically, the core's thermal conductivity provides a lower bound on the power that needs to be extracted from the core at the CMB to drive a thermal geodynamo. The thermal geodynamo can obviously operate with higher power, and the real value of this power is imposed by the CMB heat flow, which is itself controlled by mantle convection and is estimated to be in the range of 5--17 TW^[@CR39]^. The thermal convection lower bound is defined by the critical CMB heat flow at which convection turns on, i.e., the isentropic heat flow, given by the product of thermal conductivity and isentropic temperature gradient. The actual heat flow can be lower thanc the isentropic value if the compositional convection occurs, owing to the inner core growth^[@CR5]^ or light element extraction^[@CR6]--[@CR9]^, which is a tenet of buoyancy-driven dynamos^[@CR7],[@CR40]^. For a thermal conductivity of ≈20 W m^−1^ K^−1^, the minimum heat flow is ≈3 TW^[@CR41]^, i.e., smaller than the lower bound of an estimated modern CMB heat flow^[@CR39]^, while for conductivities larger than ≈115 W m^−1^ K^−1^, the minimum heat flow is larger than the upper estimate of a modern CMB heat flow. To illustrate the key role played by the thermal conductivity on the core evolution, we further calculated the maximum inner core age and minimum initial CMB temperature for a wide range of core thermal conductivity (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). For simplicity, we consider that the dynamo before the inner core nucleation runs on heat alone, i.e., no other source than thermal is available at that time. We computed the thermal evolution of the core for a CMB heat flow always equal to the isentropic value, i.e., the minimum requirement to initiate thermal convection and run a dynamo. The high-end values (\>90 W m^−1^ K^−1^, red shaded areas in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}) obtained by previous theoretical predictions^[@CR16],[@CR17]^ and electrical resistivity measurements^[@CR25],[@CR27]^ combined with calculations using the WF law with ideal Lorenz number result in unrealistically high CMB temperature in the early Earth^[@CR10]^. By contrast, the value obtained by our direct thermal conductivity measurements (≈20 W m^−1^ K^−1^, blue shaded areas in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}) leads to reasonable bounds on thermal evolution scenarios.Fig. 3Effects of core thermal conductivity on its thermal evolution.**a** maximum inner core age and **b** minimum initial core--mantle boundary (CMB) temperature as a function of thermal conductivity of the core. Results are obtained with a thermal evolution model assuming an isentropic CMB heat flow at each time, which is the minimum to maintain a magnetic field by thermal convection alone. Blue shaded areas represent the range of Fe~0.85~Si~0.15~ thermal conductivity at outer core *P*--*T* conditions indicated by our study, while red shaded areas represent the high thermal conductivity values of Fe--Si alloys inferred from literature results, see e.g., refs. ^[@CR25],[@CR27]^.

Our results further indicate that Earth's dynamo could have been running on the thermal energy alone throughout its history with the additional help from compositional buoyancy when the inner core started to crystallize. The low thermal conductivity (≈20 W m^−1^ K^−1^) of the outer core enables a purely thermally driven dynamo with an initial CMB temperature on the order of 4500 K, which is a geochemically acceptable value^[@CR42]^ from the standpoint of core formation. The significant reduction of Fe thermal conductivity due to the Si impurity effect could be general for other candidate light elements in the core. Additional direct high *P*--*T* thermal conductivity measurements on O--, S--, and C--bearing binaries and more realistic ternary Fe-light element systems are required to precisely quantify the role played by these elements. These future studies could strengthen the conclusion that, due to the low core thermal conductivity, the geodynamo can run on heat alone for the entire age of the Earth without the help of compositional convection.

Methods {#Sec6}
=======

Starting materials and sample preparation {#Sec7}
-----------------------------------------

Single crystals of pure Fe for TDTR experiments at 300 K were synthesized by Princeton Scientific Corporation, Princeton, NJ. At ambient conditions, the pure Fe is in bcc phase with (100) orientation. Powder samples of pure Fe and chemically homogeneous Fe~1-x~Si~x~ (*x* = 0.04 and 0.15) alloys were from Goodfellow Corporation, and their crystal structures were also in bcc phase characterized by X-ray diffraction. The chemical composition of each alloy was confirmed to be Fe~0.96~Si~0.04~ and Fe~0.85~Si~0.15~ by an electron microprobe^[@CR12]^. Before being loaded into the high-pressure DAC, the single-crystal samples were cut to ≈50 × 50 μm^[@CR2]^ and a thickness of ≈30 μm using focused ion beam (FIB) in Center for High Pressure Science and Technology Advanced Research (HPSTAR), Shanghai, and powder samples were pressed to a disk shape with a diameter of ≈50 μm and a thickness of ≈10 μm.

The Fe~0.85~Si~0.15~ alloy was synthesized in an end-loaded 150-ton piston-cylinder press at Institut de physique du globe de Paris, by equilibrating molten metal with molten silicate at fixed temperature and oxygen fugacity. For this, natural fresh MORB from the mid-Atlantic ridge (GRA-N16-6) was ground and mixed with Fe and FeSi, then fully melted and equilibrated at 2 GPa and 1800 °C for 120 s, using an MgO capsule, a graphite furnace and BaCO~3~ cell. After quench, the metal had fully coalesced to a spherical ball surrounded by silicate glass; its homogeneity and composition were analyzed by a scanning electron microscope, and it was then crushed for loading in DAC experiments. All the samples for high-temperature TH measurements are polycrystalline.

To measure the thermal conductivity at high pressures and 300 K, the samples were then coated with ≈80-nm thick Al film and loaded, together with a ruby ball, into a symmetric DAC with a culet size of 200 or 300 μm and a Re gasket. Silicone oil (CAS No. 63148-62-9 from ACROS ORGANICS) was used as the pressure medium. The pressure was determined by fluorescence spectrum of the ruby^[@CR43]^ with a typical uncertainty of less than 5%.

In TH experiments to high temperature, the samples thinned down (by squeezing between two diamonds) to \~4 μm were loaded in a symmetric DAC using KCl as a pressure medium and thermal insulator. The sample position and thickness and the distances between the sample surface and diamond tips were measured at high pressure using optical spectroscopy of the interference fringes recorded in the reflectivity spectra from the cavity without the sample and from the sample surfaces from both sides^[@CR20],[@CR32]^. The refractive index of KCl was determined by extrapolating linearly the results as a function of density in ref. ^[@CR44]^ to higher pressures. Pressure was determined from the position of the Raman edge of the stressed diamond anvil tip^[@CR45]^.

Thermal conductivity at high pressure and room temperature {#Sec8}
----------------------------------------------------------

Thermal conductivities of Fe and Fe--Si alloys at high pressure and room temperature were measured using an ultrafast optical pump-probe method, TDTR. In our TDTR measurements, the output of a Ti:sapphire oscillator laser was split into pump and probe beams. The pump beam heated up the Al film coated on the sample and created temperature variations. The resulting optical reflectivity change of the Al film as a function of time was measured by the probe beam that was delayed by passing through a mechanical stage. The in-phase *V*~*in*~ (real part) and out-of-phase *V*~*out*~ (imaginary part) components of the variations of the reflected probe beam intensity, synchronous with the 8.7 MHz modulation frequency of the pump beam, were detected by a Si fast photodiode and an RF lock-in amplifier. Detailed descriptions of the TDTR method are discussed elsewhere, see, for example, refs. ^[@CR46],[@CR47]^.

To determine the thermal conductivity of the sample, we compared the ratio −*V*~*in*~/*V*~*out*~ as a function of delayed time between pump and probe beams to thermal model calculations that take into account heat flow into the sample and into the pressure medium silicone oil^[@CR48],[@CR49]^. Example data for hcp Fe at high pressures along with calculations by the thermal model are shown in Supplementary Fig. [7](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}. There are several parameters in our thermal model, including laser spot size, thickness of Al film, thermal conductivity, and heat capacity of each layer, but the thermal conductivity of the sample is the only significant unknown and free parameter to be determined. Under our experimental geometry and conditions, the ratio --*V*~*in*~/*V*~*out*~ during the delay time of few hundred picoseconds is most sensitive to and scales with sum of the thermal effusivity of the sample and silicone oil divided by the heat capacity per unit area of the Al film, see ref. ^[@CR50]^ for details. The Al thickness at ambient pressure was measured in situ by picosecond acoustics; we estimated the changes in Al thickness at high pressures following a method developed in ref. ^[@CR51]^: Al thickness decreases by 7.8% at 25 GPa, by 10.3% at 40 GPa, by 13.1% at 70 GPa, and 15.4% at 120 GPa. In addition, at the modulation frequency of the pump beam (8.7 MHz), the thermal penetration depths in Fe, Fe--Si alloy, and silicone oil are of the order of hundreds of nanometers^[@CR52]^, and therefore our thermal model calculations are insensitive to their thicknesses (\~10 μm), see Supplementary Fig. [8a](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}, [b](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}. Since the Al thermal conductivity at ambient pressure is large (≈200 W m^−1^ K^−1^)^[@CR50]^ and has minimal effects on the thermal model calculations (Supplementary Fig. [8c](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}), we fixed this value at high pressures. We estimated the Al heat capacity at high pressures from literature data for the atomic density and elastic constants at high pressures along with calculations of Debye temperature, see ref. ^[@CR52]^ for details. The pressure dependent thermal effusivity, square root of the product of thermal conductivity and volumetric heat capacity, of silicone oil to 24 GPa was taken from ref. ^[@CR53]^; the thermal effusivity from 24 to 120 GPa was estimated by extrapolation of the lower pressure data that were fitted into a polynomial, assuming the silicone oil remains in an amorphous phase at these pressures. Note that the thermal effusivity of silicone oil at high pressures is much smaller than that of the Fe and Fe--Si alloys, which significantly reduces the uncertainty of the measured thermal conductivity of the sample; the exceptionally low thermal effusivity of silicone oil has minor influences on the thermal model calculations, typically less than 5% uncertainty, see Supplementary Fig. [8d](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}.

The volumetric heat capacity of the bcc Fe at ambient pressure and room temperature is 3.54 J cm^−3^ K^−1^, and its pressure dependence is taken from the results of ref. ^[@CR54]^ along with the equation of state (EOS) from ref. ^[@CR55]^, where the relatively small electronic contribution to the heat capacity is further reduced at high pressures. For the hcp Fe, the lattice contribution to the heat capacity was taken from the results by Murphy et al.^[@CR56]^. Though its electronic contribution is not well known, Wasserman et al.^[@CR57]^ showed that, for *fcc* Fe, the electronic contribution to the heat capacity is much smaller than the lattice contribution, in particular at room temperature and higher pressures. We assumed the hcp Fe has similar property as suggested by ref. ^[@CR58]^ and thus its lattice heat capacity is predominantly and reasonably represents the total heat capacity of hcp Fe at room temperature and high pressures.

On the other hand, the volumetric heat capacities of the Fe~0.96~Si~0.04~ and Fe~0.85~Si~0.15~ alloys at room temperature and high pressures are not known. We first estimated their heat capacities at ambient conditions to be 3.72 and 4.22 J cm^−3^ K^−1^, respectively, by interpolating the ambient heat capacities between pure bcc Fe and FeSi^[@CR59]^ for 4 and 15 at% of Si. We then assumed both the Fe~0.96~Si~0.04~ and Fe~0.85~Si~0.15~ have a similar pressure dependence to that of the FeSi as calculated in ref. ^[@CR59]^. Since the electrical resistivities of Fe~0.96~Si~0.04~ and Fe~0.85~Si~0.15~ are larger than Fe, their total heat capacity is predominantly determined by the lattice contribution. Finally, by evaluating the sensitivity of the thermal model to input parameters, we calculated the uncertainty in the thermal conductivity of Fe and Fe--Si alloys resulting from the uncertainty in each of the parameters used in our thermal model (see, for example, refs. ^[@CR50],[@CR60]^ for details of the uncertainty evaluation, and example tests in Supplementary Fig. [8](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). Importantly, precise determination of the Fe and Fe--Si alloys thermal conductivity requires the model to have higher sensitivity to their thermal conductivity but lower sensitivity to other input parameters. We found that uncertainties in all the parameters propagate to ≈10% error in the measured thermal conductivity before 30 GPa, ≈20% error at 60 GPa, and ≈25% error at 120 GPa.

Thermal conductivity at high pressure and temperature {#Sec9}
-----------------------------------------------------

Thermal conductivity at high pressure and high temperature was measured by the TH technique similar to those reported in refs. ^[@CR20],[@CR32]^. In our experiments, the bulk of a several μm thick sample preheated by continuous-wave lasers from both sides is probed by launching a thermal wave created by sending a microsecond (μs) long pulse from one sample side and recording its temperature history via a time resolved spectroradiometry from both samples sides (Supplementary Fig. [9](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). These temperature evolutions were approximated by two-dimensional (axially symmetric) FE model calculations using the experimentally determined sample geometry^[@CR20],[@CR32],[@CR61]^. The EOS of Fe~0.85~Si~0.15~ is from ref. ^[@CR12]^, and the EOS of KCl is from ref. ^[@CR62]^. The two major parameters to fit the data are the thermal conductivity of the sample and the medium (KCl). The error bars are estimated as combined uncertainties of fitting, input material and geometrical parameters, and other assumptions (e.g., neglecting thermal expansion).
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